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Publishable Summary for 18HLT09 NeuroMET2
Metrology and innovation for early diagnosis and accurate stratification
of patients with neurodegenerative diseases
Overview
Neurodegenerative diseases (NDDs), such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), are a group of chronic, progressive
disorders, which lead to deficits in specific brain functions including cognition and movement. NDDs can affect
people of all ages and are one of the most pressing medical issues of the modern time. This project will
metrologically address the challenges associated with diagnosis of AD by building upon the results of the
preceding EMPIR 15HLT04 NeuroMET project and its unique patient cohort. The most promising NeuroMET
minimally invasive methods for early diagnosis of AD will be advanced through longitudinal studies and
transferred into clinical settings. The project will also lead to the development of novel approaches and
reference measurement procedures to address the current measurement challenges of early NDD diagnostics
and therapies.
Need
There are over 9.9 million new cases of dementia each year worldwide, with one new case every 3.2 seconds
and a desperate need for treatments. NDDs are one of the leading medical and societal challenges faced by
the European society with costs for care currently around €130 billion per annum.
Research suggests that the brain changes associated with AD (as with many other NDDs) begin fifteen or
more years before symptoms appear and that treatment of NDDs is typically most effective when started at
the early stages. Translational research is however needed to fine-tune the methods developed and define
their measurement uncertainty and accuracy before they can become fit for clinical use.
The 15HLT04 NeuroMET project was the first metrological project to combine the diverse expertise of NMI/DIs
together with that of clinicians and academics to build the infrastructure required to translate research into
clinical or pharmaceutical settings and overcome specific metrological barriers in NDD diagnosis and
treatment. In 15HLT04 NeuroMET, person-centred outcome measures (PCOMs) were, for the first time,
metrologically validated using clinical laboratory data, reference measurement procedures (RMP) for protein
biomarkers and ultra-high field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS) protocols. All
these have high potential for use in early diagnosis or to facilitate the uptake into clinics and industry of novel
assays. However longitudinal studies are required to finalise their prognostic value. The fully characterised
15HLT04 NeuroMET patient cohort (90 individuals) and data associated to it are an invaluable European and
international resource to carry out longitudinal studies and validate methods and biomarkers developed
elsewhere. Furthermore, it is important that this cohort is maintained in order to address the most up-to-date
NDD measurement issues and validate new assays.
This project will address the needs for: a) screening programs for early NDD diagnosis; b) RMPs and protocols
to facilitate implementation of new assays into clinics and improve differentiation by reducing measurement
uncertainty; and c) improved specificity of drugs by developing new methods for monitoring NDD protein
aggregation.
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Objectives
This project aims to consolidate and further develop the 15HLT04 NeuroMET metrological infrastructure and
validate biomarkers and procedures for early NDD diagnosis and accurate patient stratification, leading to new
patient screening programs and increased rate of success in clinical trials. The specific objectives are:
1. To maintain the already established and stratified 15HLT04 NeuroMET patient cohort and enrol new
patients to cover the defined stages of neurodegeneration and account for patient drop-out. Patients will be
clinically assessed, and blood as well as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples will be collected and distributed
to partners for longitudinal studies
2. To advance the 15HLT04 NeuroMET PCOMs for cognition and early diagnosis. This will lead to the
validation of a ‘NeuroMET Memory Metrics’ and the development of an app (software application
downloadable onto mobile devices) for clinicians and patients to deliver validated cognitive tests.
3. To refine ultra-high field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS) protocols from
15HLT04 NeuroMET through longitudinal studies for application into clinics. Additionally, new in vivo
approaches will be developed to monitor supplemental biomarkers in the project cohort.
4. To advance biomarker measurements for early and accurate diagnosis through validation and
implementation into clinics of the 15HLT04 NeuroMET methods and other methods. Biomarkers such as
Aβ1-42, Aβ 1-40, neurofilament light chain (NFL), total-tau (t-tau) and α-synuclein will be monitored in the
NeuroMET cohort and new reference measurement procedures (RMP) for NFL and p-tau will be developed.
Methods for monitoring aggregation of NDD proteins will be developed and validated to improve specificity
of therapeutic targets and as potential diagnostic tools.
5. To enhance Causal Rasch mathematical models to define prototype metrological references for cognition
expressed as “construct specification equations” (CSE). This will provide an extensive explanation of how
able a human can act as an “instrument” when measuring the difficulty of a task such as a cognitive
test. Those models will be applied to the PCOMs, MRI and MRS, biomarker data to define and improve
the prognostic values of the methods developed.
6. To transfer the project’s results to the measurement supply chain, standards organisations (ISO/TC212,
the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry (IFCC), and the Joint Committee for Traceability in
Laboratory Medicine (JCTLM)), instrument manufactures and end users (e.g. clinical laboratories and
pharma), and to promote the 15HLT04 NeuroMET multidisciplinary infrastructure to become the ideal space
for NDD translational research.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the project
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Progress beyond the state of the art
While significant progress was made over the past decade towards early NDD diagnosis across different fields,
no methods are currently available for clinical use. This project is following on the success of 15HLT04
NeuroMET by contributing to the uptake and validation of new assays for NDD diagnosis through a) the
development of new multidisciplinary RMPs; b) the use of the unique NeuroMET patient cohort and; c) the
application and implementation of the already developed RMPs into clinical use.
Specifically, the:
•

project’s PCOMs, validated by clinical laboratory data, will be refined for early diagnosis through
longitudinal studies. The results will be used to validate a ‘NeuroMET memory metric’, and to design and
implement an app to deliver cognitive tests in the format of a software application downloadable onto
mobile devices. This is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to develop such portable devices for clinicians
and patients.

•

project’s 7 and 3 Tesla (7 T and 3 T) MRI and MRS protocols are being further developed through
longitudinal studies and the 15HLT04 NeuroMET 3 T protocol is being implemented into routine clinical
use. Ultra-high field strength MRS with its reduced measurement uncertainty will be applied, for the first
time, to define the prognostic value of a number of metabolites in brain tissues, including glutamate and
γ-amino butyric acid (GABA), which are promising MRS NDD biomarkers. Additionally, quantitative
relaxometry will be included in the 7 T protocol.

•

project’s biomarker blood assays are being advanced through correlation with the MR and PCOM data
from the project’s cohort. The new liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) methods for NFL
and phosphorylated-tau (p-tau) will complement the current international effort to promote these markers
as powerful diagnostic and stratification tools and will facilitate the uptake of new assays for their
measurement. The RMPs for α-synuclein and t-tau will also be used to facilitate measurement
standardisation and validation of new assays. Finally, the project’s accurate methods for quantification of
NDD protein higher order structure including aggregates will significant progress both the NDD area and
more general analytical capabilities for protein measurements, as currently no method is available for
these measurements in biological matrices.

•

causal Rasch models of cognitive constructs (articulated through specification equations) are being, for
the first time, used and proposed as metrological references for PCOMs to define and decrease
measurement uncertainty and enable standardisation of results.

Results
1. To maintain the already established and stratified 15HLT04 NeuroMET patient cohort and enrol new
patients to cover the defined stages of neurodegeneration and account for patient drop-out

The ethical approval to recruit and maintain the NeuroMET patient cohort was obtained and 13 participants
were recruited and tested for baseline assessments so far. 10 of these participants have been recruited from
the 15HLT04 NeuroMET cohort. 3 were new participants. Blood and saliva samples were taken and
cryopreserved from all participants and major diseases were excluded by running a general blood count. The
most promising neurological and neuropsychological tests from 15HLT04 NeuroMET were also carried out on
the participants.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, however, the patient recruitment and hospital visits are now on hold.
2. To advance the 15HLT04 NeuroMET PCOMs for cognition and early diagnosis.
Work has started towards the selection of the most promising scales and questionnaires to be used for the
validation of the „NeuroMET Memory Metric“ based on the cognitive assessments from 15HLT04 NeuroMET.
In parallel to these developments, initial work was carried out to define the skeleton of the architecture of the
software to allow for the use of Computarised Adaptating Testing (CAT) to identify the more efficient
instrument.
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3. To refine ultra-high field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS) protocols from
15HLT04 NeuroMET through longitudinal studies for application into clinics and develop new in-vivo
approaches.
The most important MRI and MRS biomarkers from NeuroMET were selected based on the results from
15HLT04. The selected MRI and MRS biomarkers chosen, are – in line with previous literature – the
concentrations of glutamate, γ-aminobutyric acid, and N-acetyl aspartate, as well as the volumes of the right
and left hippocampus, and the cortical thickness.
Following this, baseline structural and functional MRI and MRS measurements were carried out on 12
participants from the 13 participants in objective 1.
Further to this, the feasibility to transfer the project’s 7T protocols on 3T scanners was assessed and an
agreement with the instrument manufacturer was obtained to enable transfer of sequences and parameters
between laboratories and instruments. This is an important step to ensure further dissemination of the project
results and implementation into clinical routine examinations.
4. To advance biomarker measurements for early and accurate diagnosis through validation and
implementation into clinics of the 15HLT04 NeuroMET methods and other methods.
Progress was made towards the development of a LC-MS method for quantification of α-synuclein in plasma
in clinical settings by sharing a calibrator from 15HLT04 and using similar LC-MS parameters. In addition, work
was started on the development of a RT-QUIC method for quantification of α-synuclein in CSF in clinical
laboratories. Specifically, the first plasmids containing α-synuclein were isolated and artificial α-synuclein
seeds were developed to be used for the development of the assay.
The calibrators for the development of a reference measurement procedure for NFL and p-tau were sourced
and includes recombinant NFL (labelled and unlabelled) and peptides for p-tau (labelled and unlabelled).
Currently, preliminary experiments using high accuracy mass spectrometry are on-going to define their
suitability and purity.
Finally, the most promising biomarkers were selected based on the results from 15HLT04 to be monitored in
the project patient cohort. The most promising biomarkers selected were NFL, A 1-40, A 1- 42, t-tau and
- synuclein.
5. To enhance Causal Rasch mathematical models to define prototype metrological references for
cognition expressed as “construct specification equations” (CSE)
The CSE developed in NeuroMET as prototype metrological references for explaining task difficulty were
further implemented to include several memory tests to be incorporated in the NeuroMET Memory Metric. The
memory tests included legacy tests such as the Corsi Block Test (CBT) and the Digit Span Test (DST) due to
the need for reliable and sensitive measures to capture pre-clinical dementia where memory decline is one of
the early cognitive domains declining.
Additional data from other cohorts were also included in the CSE to improve reliability and reduce
measurement uncertainties of the predictive value from the CSE. This additional data came from the SMART
cohort (Charitè), and the Gothenburg MCI cohort (via collaboration through RISE).
Furthermore, work is in progress towards the development of a parallel approach to validate the CSE. The
parallel approach is based on (a) independent analysis and model fitting and b) comparison of observed
performance with performance predicted by modelling using cross-validation methodologies such as ‘leaveone-out’ fitting and cross-validation using random subsets.
Impact
Initial progress towards the dissemination of the project were made. A website for the project has been setup
at (https://www.lgcgroup.com/our-programmes/empir-neuromet/) and the content of the 15HLT04 NeuroMET
project was combined.
So far, 8 posters and presentations have been given at conferences such as the Bejing Conference and
Exhibition for Instrumental Analysis (BCEIA 2019), the Joint Conference of the Society for European Magnetic
Resonance (EUROMAR) and the International Society for Magnetic Resonance (ISMAR), EUROISMAR 2019,
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the 10th Annual Scientific Symposium on Ultrahigh Field Magnetic Resonance and the Alzheimer's Association
International Conference (AAIC 2019).
Further to this, an information event on the project, for participants and the interested public was held in July
2019, jointly organized by PTB and Charité and hosted by Charité. The event provided an overview of the
goals and objectives of the 18HLT09 (NeuroMET2) project and some preliminary results from the 15HLT05
(NeuroMET) project, designed specifically to engage with AD patients and caregivers, and the NeuroMET
cohort.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
This project will have a positive impact on the pharmaceutical and in vitro diagnostic industry, clinicians, and
ultimately patients, by providing a set of metrologically validated methods to: a) improve targeted NDD
recruitment in clinical trials and to accurately monitor the efficacy of new therapeutics; b) facilitate the regulatory
approval of new assays and their uptake into clinics; and c) enable accurate diagnosis of NDD patients,
facilitate clinical decisions, and ultimately improve clinical outcomes.
The project’s metrologically validated app based on cognitive assessment will provide mobile NDD health
information to clinicians with the potential for dynamic engagement with patients and health care providers,
and a new means of improving health outcomes.
In the pharmaceutical field, the PCOMs and blood tests developed and validated within the project will enable
identification of NDD patients before the clinical on-set and hence will support the recruitment of appropriate
groups of patients to clinical trials for new therapeutics and increase their rate of success. The project’s RMPs
for CSF biomarkers, and the high-resolution MRI and MRS protocols will also increase confidence in the
recruitment of targeted NDD patient groups for which drugs have been designed.
The IVD industry (instruments and kits) will benefit from the results of this project by gaining improved
knowledge of the performance of their products which will facilitate their regulatory approval for clinical use.
This includes immunoassay, MS, and magnetic resonance manufacturers. The harmonisation of test results
across platforms will also help multisite-trials and should improve the comparison of results.
Ultimately the clinical community, patients, and their carers will significantly benefit from the outcomes of this
project through improved, more accessible and less invasive diagnosis, and through improved access to
clinical trials and subsequently new therapeutics, all of which should lead to an enhanced quality of life. The
validated app will also significantly empower patients by increasing their engagement and ultimately improving
health outcomes. The first beneficiaries from its implementation will be the patients in the project cohort.
Clear routes to early impact were built into this project through the increased involvement of clinicians and
industrial partners in the consortium, and the initial progress of transferring for example MRI/MRS sequences
to widely used scanners in a clinical setting was made.
Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
This project will enhance the conventional aspects of metrology for organic and physical measurements and
introduce new concepts in the area of cognition and mathematical references. The standardisation of the
results from cognitive assessments and their application to develop a memory metric is, to our knowledge, the
first example of standardisation of PCOMs. This is a unique advancement for the metrological and scientific
community, together with the development of mathematical models to be used as primary RMPs for cognition.
The application of the project’s metrological concepts such as the measurement uncertainty of in vivo MRI and
MRS results should enable significant progress, not only in the definition of NDD diagnostic thresholds, but
also in establishing novel RMPs for in vivo MRI and MRS. The project’s validation of these protocols through
multidisciplinary data will deliver the first metrological references in these areas.
The project’s RMPs for protein biomarkers will help to address the challenges faced by the scientific and
metrological community in standardising measurements of larger and more complex bio-molecules. The
project will address the challenges of developing RMPs of proteins at low levels (NFL) and the development
of RMPs for post-translational modified proteins (p-tau), both of which will be an advancement to the current
state of the art.
The metrological outcomes will also be disseminated to the success of the European Metrology Networks and
EMPIR Joint Network Projects 18NET02 ‘Traceability in Laboratory Medicine’ (TraceLabMed) and 18NET05
Support for a European Metrology Network for mathematics and statistics‘ (MATHMET) through the
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development of RMPs to be applied to European Quality Assurance Schemes and mathematical references.
These will ultimately integrate into international initiatives such as EFLM (European federation of Laboratory
Medicine) and EUFIND (European Ultrahigh-Field Imaging Network for Neurodegenerative Diseases).
Impact on relevant standards
The project will impact a number of standardisation committees through the active participation of the
consortium, including ISO TC12 and ISO TC212, the IFCC, the European Consortium of Alzheimer’s disease,
the Global Biomarker standardisation consortium of the Alzheimer Association, the Society of CSF analysis
and clinical Neurochemistry, EUFIND, JCTLM and BIPM’s Consultative Committee for Amount of Substance:
Metrology in Chemistry and Biology (CCQM) Working Groups. Where possible, activities between the
committees and the project will be aligned to improve standardisation of unities, biotechnology processes, and
laboratory medicine. The project will, for example, develop primary calibrators and reference methods that will
feed into the activities of the IFCC WG-CSF for standardisation of t-tau and p-tau, and when appropriate
support the IFCC WG-CSF inter-laboratory comparisons. Indeed, the project has already provided the
15HLT04 NeuroMET primary tau calibrator to the IFCC-CSF WG for use in a round robin comparison on the
standardisation of t-tau measurements.
Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
Many NDDs such as AD are irreversible and progressive. In addition to large socioeconomic costs, they
severely affect the quality of life of patients and their care-givers. Early diagnosis through implementation of
screening programs, the identification of people with risk factors, and the development of new therapeutics are
vital for delaying the onset of symptoms and improving the quality of life of NDD patients. Thus, in the long
term, this project will help to decrease the socioeconomic burden of NDD, reduce the resources spent by the
pharmaceutical industry, and improve the quality of life of NDD patients and their care-givers.
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